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1 Introduction
Abstraction has been frequently used in Arti cial Intelligence and Automated Deduction (eg. problem solving [NSS63], planning [Sac74], theorem proving and logic
programming [Plu87, Pla81], cognitive modelling/ learning [UR89]), within many
di erent formal systems (eg. production systems, planning systems, natural deduction systems, refutation systems). In [GW89a, GW92] we provide a formal
framework where all these di erent applications are interpreted uniformly.
The central idea underlying the use of abstraction is that of mapping a representation
of a problem, the \ground" representation, onto a new representation, the \abstract"
representation; this mapping helps solve the problem in the original search space
by preserving certain desirable properties and by being simpler to handle. In most
cases the goal is to prove the abstracted theorem and then to use the structure
of this proof to help construct a proof of the original theorem. This relies upon
the assumption that the structure of the two proofs is \similar". The class of
abstractions we concentrate on in this paper corresponds exactly to those used in
this way. In [GW92] this and other uses of abstraction are studied in detail.
Various researchers have noticed that the abstraction of a consistent set of ground
axioms can be inconsistent [Nil80, Pla80, Ten87]. We call this the \problem of
inconsistent abstract spaces". The aim of this paper is:

 to understand what causes the generation of inconsistent abstract spaces. We

show that inconsistent abstract spaces are generated because the set of theorems of the abstract space is a strict superset of the abstraction of the set of
theorems of the ground space.
 to study to what extent the problem can be avoided. We show that it is impossible to guarantee in advance the consistency of the abstract space. There
will always exist a consistent set of axioms whose abstraction is inconsistent.
As a consequence the problem of inconsistent abstract spaces must be dealt
with at runtime.

Section 2 informally describes the problem. Section 3 introduces the theory, whilst
section 4 gives the main results. We end in section 5 with some concluding remarks.

2 The Problem
Intuitively, the problem of generating an inconsistent abstract space can be described
as follows. Let us suppose we have a set of axioms which constitute the ground
theory. For instance, let us suppose that we have a very simple theory which has
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only one axiom, namely the formula P (a) ^ :P (b). This theory is consistent; that
is, it has a model. Now let us suppose that our abstraction deletes all the arguments
from the predicate symbols transforming them into propositional constants. In this
example the result is the formula P ^:P which is clearly inconsistent (provided that
negation and conjunction have their \usual meaning"). The informal explanation of
why this happens is as follows. In order to build the abstract space \simpler" than
the ground space, we needed to \forget" some \irrelevant" details, keeping around
those details that were judged important. The problem is that the irrelevant looking
details may be exactly those that are preserving the theory from being inconsistent,
making them rather relevant.
This problem occurs with the abstraction used in Abstrips which deletes preconditions to Strips operators [Sac74, GW92]. Nilsson, for example, in gure 8.13 on
page 353 of [Nil80], gives an example where the contradictory facts ON (A; C ) and
ON (C; A) both hold in the abstract space. The problem of inconsistent abstract
spaces was also noticed by Plaisted [Pla80, Pla81] and Tenenberg [Ten87, Ten88].
In one example, Tenenberg shows how collapsing two predicate names together can
give an inconsistent abstract space. For example, the axiom P (a) ^ :Q(a) maps
onto R(a) ^ :R(a) if the predicate names, P and Q are both abstracted onto R.
Both Tenenberg and Plaisted worked in a refutation system; thus the problem is
not an inconsistent abstract space (which a refutation system seeks when trying to
prove an abstracted goal) but rather that the abstraction of the axioms without the
negated goal is inconsistent. In such a situation, any abstracted goal can be proven.
Worse still, the structure of the abstract proof will often have nothing informative
to say.
But is this really so bad? The answer is not immediately obvious. For instance
Nilsson, in page 352 of [Nil80], argues that \... A contradictory state description
may result, but this causes no problems. ...". Tenenberg in page 39 of [Ten88] argues
the contrary, \... once such a situation is reached, there are no constraints on the
future choice of actions. ...".
There is a point behind Nilsson's statement as it is not always worthwhile worrying about the consistency of the abstract space. In general, testing consistency is
neither decidable nor tractable. Even if the abstract space is inconsistent, the structure of the abstract proof could still be used to guide the search for a proof in the
ground space. After all, we are always working with nite resources and many of
the branches of the proof tree do not use the fact that the theory is inconsistent (eg.
they do not use the fact that ? is a theorem and that anything can be derived from
?). If the procedure for mapping abstract proofs back onto ground proofs does not
use much information from the abstract space the chances of using inconsistent information are slight. This is what happens in Nilsson's example: no further abstract
spaces are generated from the inconsistent abstract space and extensive reasoning
is not performed in the abstract space.
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Besides the theoretical issue, which we think is of substantial importance, we would
argue that this problem is very important for any implementation that uses abstraction. The inconsistency of the abstract space is always a bad thing as it means
that something has gone wrong. The decision to worry about this problem, or to
ignore it, should be made at runtime, on a case by case basis. It should not be an
assumption made in designing the system. Of course, there is in general no guarantee that abstract proofs will map back onto ground proofs. However, abstract
proofs which exploit the inconsistency of the abstract space will never map back.
If theorem proving in the abstract space is not suitably restrained, ineciency will
be introduced by such false attempts (what Plaisted called \false proofs" [Pla81]);
this could make reasoning with abstraction less ecient than reasoning without abstraction. If arbitrary theorem proving is allowed in the inconsistent abstract space,
any abstract formula is a theorem; none of the formulae which are not theorems in
the ground space are therefore ltered out. For this reason, theorem proving in an
inconsistent abstract space in general provides too little information.

3 A Theory of Abstraction
The aim of this section is to provide a formal description of abstraction. The de nitions introduced here characterise all previous abstractions of which we are aware,
and give general properties which should be satis ed by any \useful" abstraction. In
[GW89a], we show how Abstrips [Sac74], Plaisted's ordinary and weak abstractions
[Pla80], Hobb's granularity [Hob85] and many other types of abstraction t into this
framework. Many more examples are described in [GW92].

3.1 The basic concepts
An abstraction is de ned as a mapping between the representations of two problems.
We formalise the notion of \representation of a problem" as an axiomatic formal
system. In other words, we take it to be a set of known facts, (the axioms) written
in a certain language,  (which contains all the well formed formulas) plus a set
of inference rules,  (the deductive machinery) which allows us to derive new facts
from old.

De nition 1 (Formal system) : A formal system  is a triple h; ; i, where

 is the language, is the set of axioms and  is the set of inference rules, called
the deductive machinery, of .
For the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to logical rst order systems, where
the logical axioms and logical inference rules are those of any formal system complete
for classical rst order logic, eg. natural deduction, resolution. Even if the results
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presented in the following can be generalised to some signi cant subsets of rst
order logic, eg. propositional calculus, intuitionistic logic, we will not deal with this
issue in this paper. As a further simpli cation we consider those formal systems
with no logical axioms and no theoretic inference rules; the only possible axioms are
the theoretic ones while the only possible inference rules are the logical ones. This
means, for instance, that we do not consider Hilbert systems (like those described
in [Men64]) nor systems where the theory is given in terms of inference rules (eg.
Peano arithmetics, as given in [Pra71]). These last restrictions are not constraining
as we still capture all the work in abstraction. In addition, they could be lifted by
making proofs technically more complicated.
We can now de ne an abstraction as a mapping between formal systems.

De nition 2 (Abstraction) : If 1 = h1; 1; 1i and 2 = h2; 2; 2i are two
formal systems, an abstraction f is a pair h1 ; 2i and a triple of e ective, total
and surjective functions hf ; f ; f i such that:
f : 1 ! 2
f : 1! 2
f : 1 ! 2
Following historical convention [Sac74], we call 1 the ground space and 2 the
abstract space. The idea behind the de nition of abstraction is that, in abstracting
a representation of a problem, we chose how to abstract the language, the axioms and
the inference rules. E ectiveness of the mapping functions is required to guarantee
that the abstract space is generated in a nite amount of time. Totality allows us
to translate any well formed formula (w , from now on), axiom or inference rule of
the ground space into the abstract space. Surjectivity guarantees that the abstract
space is completely de ned by the ground space and the abstraction mapping. This
hypothesis is always satis ed by the abstractions described in the introduction;
moreover it is necessary to make proofs go through. For the sake of brevity, and
wherever there is no ambiguity, we will write f ( ) instead of f ( ).
The use of abstraction considered here is to build an abstract proof and then to map
this proof back onto a proof in the ground space. Such abstractions should preserve
completeness: if a w is a theorem of the ground space, then its abstraction is a
theorem of the abstract space. We write TH() to mean the set of theorems of ,
ie. the minimal set of w s containing the axioms and closed under the inference
rules.

De nition 3 (TI abstractions) : An Abstraction f : 1 ) 2 is said to be a TI
Abstraction i , for any w , if 2 TH (1 ) then f ( ) 2 TH (2). TI Abstractions
are also called truthful abstractions.
5

\TI" means \Theorem Increasing". Provability is a minimal property which an
abstraction should preserve; there is no reason to make your abstract theorem prover
incomplete and certainly not in an uncontrolled fashion. Note that TH (2) contains
at least the abstraction of all the theorems of 1. When TH (2) contains just the
abstraction of the theorems of 1 we say that the abstraction is \TC" (meaning
\Theorem Constant"). Nearly all the abstractions de ned in the past are TI and
not TC.
Figure 1 describes graphically the behaviour of TI abstractions. In this and the following gure the two boxes represent the sets of w s belonging to the two languages.
The dashed lines show the behaviour of the abstraction mapping. If no dashed lines
are shown, then there is no restriction on how a subset of the ground language
is mapped into the respective subset of the abstract language. The dimensions of
boxes and circles are irrelevant.

3.2 An Example
As an example, we give below a rational reconstruction of the Abstrips abstraction,
originally proposed in [Sac74] and proved to be TI in [GW92]. This abstraction
has been chosen for many reasons. First, it is of historical interest, being one of
the rst abstractions ever proposed. Second, it is one the most widely used in
problem solving. Finally, if applied in refutation systems (see next section), it is
one of the few interesting abstractions which does not fall into any of the classes of
abstractions proposed by Plaisted [Pla80, Pla86, Pla81]. The description given here
follows closely that originally presented in [GW89a] and then extended in [GW92].
Abstrips built plans in which operators applied to states of the world and generated
new states. Operators had preconditions, consisting of atomic formulae which had
to be satis ed for them to be applied. Preconditions were abstracted according to
a natural number associated to them, called criticality. The idea was to build a
hierarchy of abstract spaces, each level in the hierarchy containing all and only the
preconditions above a given criticality. We write that i 2 crit() to mean that the
criticality of the precondition pi is greater than .
To put Abstrips into a theorem proving context we use the situation calculus notation [MH69] and follow Green's \logical reconstruction" of Strips planning [Gre69].
The ground space is therefore a situation calculus with a rst order language,
V frame,
operator and theoretic axioms. Operators are w s of the form \ 8s: ( 1in pi(s)
! q(f (s))) " where pi is a precondition, s is a situation, f is some action, and q
describes the new situation. Goals are w s of the form \9s r(s)".
We can now formalize Abstrips as an abstraction, fAB : 1 ) 2 where both 1
and 2 are rst order calculi using some set of inference rules complete for rst
order clasical logic, eg. natural deduction. The mapping on the inference rules, f
6
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Figure 1: TI abstractions (Truthful abstractions)
becomes the identity mapping. f is de ned as follows:
fAB ( ) = , if is atomic;
fAB (: ) = :fAB ( );
fAB (  ) = fAB ( )  fAB ( ), where \" is \^" or \_";
fAB (]x: ) = ]x:fAB ( ), where \]" is \9" or \8";
fAB ( ! ) = fAB ( ) ! fAB ( ), if \ ! " is not an operator;
fAB (V1in pi(s) ! r) = Vi2crit() pi (s) ! fAB (r), for any operator.
f is de ned to work the same as f on the axioms.
For example, the operator for going through a door

at(z; x; s) ^ open(door; z; s) ! at(z; x; gothrough(door; z; s))

(1)

might abstract to one in which we do not bother to check that the door is open,
that is
at(z; x; s) ! at(z; x; gothrough(door; z; s))
(2)

3.3 Preserving Inconsistency
If we are also to capture the use of abstraction in refutation systems, we need to
introduce a new and apparently di erent class of abstractions; this class of abstractions maps inconsistent systems onto inconsistent systems preserving completeness.
An important distinction is between absolute inconsistency (a theory is absolutely
inconsistent i any w is provable) and inconsistency (a theory is inconsistent i
there exist a w such that both and : are provable). The problem of inconsistent abstract spaces therefore arises when the abstract space is absolutely
inconsistent. In classical logic (and in all the cases considered here, see lemma 1
below) the two concepts coincide.
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Figure 2: NTI abstractions (Falseful abstractions)

We write NTH() to mean the minimal set of all the w s, such that, if added as
an assumption, make  inconsistent. The elements of NTH () are called nontheorems. (Notice that assumptions are not axioms, the di erence a ecting the proof
theory only in the case of open formulas. For instance, assumptions, di erently from
axioms, in natural deduction may prevent the application of forall introduction and
exists elimination [Pra65]. In Hilbert calculi they may cause the non applicability
of the deduction theorem [Men64]. In resolution the distinction between axioms
and assumptions is irrelevant. As the mapping of the set NTH () is important
only in the case of refutation systems, we will use the word \axiom" and the word
\assumption" synonymously.) TH () and NTH () are obviously related. For instance in classical rst order logics, 2 NTH () i : 2 TH ();  is inconsistent
i TH () = NTH () = . Entirely dual to the class of TI abstractions is thus
the class of NTI abstractions.

De nition 4 (NTI abstractions) : An Abstraction f : 1 ) 2 is said to be an
NTI Abstraction i , for any w , if 2 NTH (1 ) then f ( ) 2 NTH (2 ). NTI
abstractions are also called falseful abstractions.

\NTI" means \NonTheorem Increasing". Figure 2 describes graphically the behaviour of NTI abstractions. We use the notion of NTC abstraction analogously to
that of TC abstractions.
TI and NTI abstractions (from now on we write TI* abstractions to mean either
class) coincide under some very weak assumptions captured by the following two
de nitions.

De nition 5 (System with negation) :  is a formal system with negation i
its language contains negation (written \:") and is such that, for any expression ,
1. is a w i : is w ;
2. 2 TH () i : 2 NTH ();
3. : 2 TH () i 2 NTH ().
8

All the most common rst order systems (eg. Hilbert systems, all the ND calculi,
resolution) are systems with negation. Note that for any \reasonable" system, conditions (1) and (2) imply that negation is classical and that, even for intuitionistic
negation, condition (2) implies condition (3).
A formal system with negation gives negation its \usual" meaning. A key property
is that if a system with negation is inconsistent then it is absolutely inconsistent.

Lemma 1 : If a system with negation is inconsistent then it is absolutely inconsistent.

Proof: If  is inconsistent then there exists a w such that 2 TH () (` )
and : 2 TH () (` : ). This means, by monotonicity, that for all w s ,
: ` and : ` : . Then for all , : 2 NTH (). Then, from condition 2
of de nition 5 we have that for all w s , 2 TH ().
2

De nition 6 (Negation preserving abstractions) : Let 1 and 2 be two systems such that is a w i : is. An abstraction f : 1 ) 2 is negation preserving
i , for any , f (: ) = :f ( ).
The concept of a negation preserving abstractions between systems with negation
allows us to bridge the gap between TI and NTI abstractions.

Theorem 1 : If 1, 2 are two formal systems with negation, then any negation
preserving abstraction f : 1 ) 2 is a TI abstraction i it is an NTI abstraction.
Proof: We just consider the forward direction, the other direction is analogous.
Since 1 is a system with negation, if 2 NTH (1) then : 2 TH (1). But f is
TI. Thus f (: ) 2 TH (2). As f is negation preserving, :f ( ) 2 TH (2). From
which it follows that f ( ) 2 NTH (2) and that f is NTI. 2
The Abstrips abstraction given above is a negation preserving abstraction between
systems with negation. (Negation preserving) TI* abstractions are a very wide class
of abstractions. The only requirement they have is one of completeness: if a w is
provable (causes inconsistency) in the ground space then so must its abstraction;
this is a very weak requirement. There are many other desirable requirements we
may place on an abstraction. For example, there may be constraints on the mapping functions or on the structure of the proofs [GW92]. Earlier on we said that the
inconsistent abstract spaces are generated because some relevant details are forgotten. Using this theory of abstraction, we will show that what matters is only the
9

impact an abstraction has on provability (or, for refutation systems, inconsistency).
Under very weak assumptions, veri ed by all the abstractions we are aware of, the
problem of inconsistent abstract spaces cannot be avoided as long as we work with
TI* abstractions. First, however, we consider how to cope with the fact that the
axioms are often not xed in advance.

3.4 Independence of the Axioms
By de ning an abstraction as a pair of formal systems with some mapping functions
between them, we x the ground and abstract spaces. However, in many applications
the set of inference rules of the ground space are xed but the axioms and language
may vary, depending on the problem. In these cases it is possible to identify the
following two steps:

 In the rst (o -line) step, hf ; f ; f i are de ned suciently general so that

they will work for any expected choice of the language and axioms. This can
be achieved by insisting that f and f are de ned for the most general formal
system, such that any formal systems we want can be obtained by suitably
restricting the axioms and language.
 In the second (runtime) step, the user applies the abstraction to the particular
problem to be solved by generating the abstract space. This can be achieved
by building a new abstraction f 0 obtained from f by restricting f and f to
the particular formal system at hand. f is usually left unmodi ed; however,
some of the inference rules may no longer be applicable in the (restricted)
ground space.
To capture the idea of an \abstraction de ned for the most general formal system"
we introduce the notion of \-abstraction":

De nition 7 (-abstraction) : Any abstraction f : 1 ) 2 where 1 is of the
form 1 = h; ; i is a -abstraction.
Note that the axioms of the ground space of a -abstraction are the language itself
and therefore that the ground space is absolutely inconsistent. To formalise the
construction of f 0 out of f , we introduce the notion of -restriction. (If f : 1 ! 2
is a function, then if   1, by \f " " we mean f restricted to apply to .)
De nition 8 ( -restriction) Let 1 = h1; 1; 1i, 2 = h2; 2; 2i be formal
systems and f : 1 ) 2 be the abstraction hf ; f ; f i. Let 01 = h1; 01; 1i,
02 = h2; 02; 2i where 01  1 and 02  2. Then f 0 : 01 ) 02, an restriction of f , is the abstraction hf ; f 0 ; f i, where f 0 = f " 01 and 02 is the
codomain of f 0 .
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In other words, the -restriction of an abstraction f = hf ; f ; f i has the same
mappings on the language and deductive machinery. Its mapping function on axioms, f 0 , however, is built so that its domain and codomain are a subset of the
domain and codomain of f and that f 0 and f agree on all the values where f 0
is de ned. As a trivial example consider the case where 1 and 2 are both Peano
arithmetics and f , f and f are the identity function. Then we can construct an
-restriction f 0 simply by taking 01 and 02 to be Peano arithmetics without the
axiom of induction and by taking f 0 to be de ned on the new set of axioms.
Notice that f 0 is itself an abstraction. Notice also that f is an -restriction of itself.
We write f 0  f to mean that f 0 is an -restriction of f .
The concept of an -restriction captures the way abstractions are commonly used:
by limiting the set of ground axioms and by then building the abstract space from
them. In 01 (02), the language and inference rules could be tailored to t the
axioms; such an operation is unnecessary both theoretically and implementationally
since the useless parts need never be used.

4 The Inevitability of Inconsistency
4.1 Some preliminaries
As the abstract space is constructed by applying an abstraction to the ground space,
abstraction can be used in two di erent ways:
1. given a particular ground space (or set of spaces), we choose the most suitable
abstraction;
2. given a particular abstraction (or set of abstractions), we apply it (them) to
whatever ground spaces happen to occur.
In the rst case, the application is xed in advance. This occurs, for instance, in
many areas of mathematical reasoning, where the formal system can be set theory
(eg. group theory, geometry, number theory and so on), see for instance [Plu87,
GW89b]. In such circumstances, a possible solution to the problem of inconsistent
abstract spaces is, given a particular ground space (or class of ground spaces), to nd
abstractions which are proved in advance to construct consistent abstract spaces.
This solution is only of theoretical interest as there are few theories whose intrinsic
interest justi es such a time consuming operation. Moreover it is not obvious that
such abstractions are really that \suitable"; the choice of the abstraction depends
often on the goal to prove and cannot be made in advance.
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The second case is far more interesting since in most applications the user is left free
to choose his own set of axioms. The system is equipped with abstraction(s) which
work on any possible set of axioms; at runtime, an abstraction is applied to the given
axioms to generate the abstract space. In the rest of this section, we will concentrate
on this second case and prove that with TI*-abstractions it is impossible to avoid
inconsistent abstract spaces. In fact, no matter which abstraction you chose, there
will always be a set of axioms (formally, an -restriction) such that the abstract
space is inconsistent.
Before proving the main result we need to prove a lemma which guarantees us that
the class of abstractions we consider is not empty.

Lemma 2 : Let 1 = h1; 1; 1i be a formal system. Then there exists an abstraction f : 1 ) 2 such that:
1. all its -restrictions are TI;
2. (at least) one -restriction is not TC.

Proof: The proof is given by constructing an Abstrips abstraction f : 1 ) 2

along the lines of that described in subsection 3.2. We take 1 and 2 to be the
language needed to write formula (1) in subsection 3.2. 1 and 2 are taken to be
natural deduction. f (and therefore f ) is de ned as in subsection 3.2. Moreover,
f is such that the operator described by formula (1) gets translated into the formula
(2) and this is the only case where preconditions are dropped. This completely
de nes f .
Part 1: It is sucient to show that the fact that an -restriction of f is TI does
not depend on the choice of the axioms.
Consider the -restriction fi obtained by considering a given 1i  1. We prove
that fi is TI by showing that, given a deduction tree 1 of , we can build a
deduction tree 2 of f ( ) discharging the abstraction of the same assumptions.
f ( ) is therefore provable in 2 any time is provable in 1.
The proof proceeds by induction on the depth of the ground deduction tree. In the
base case, f applied to the single w in the tree generates a valid deduction in the
abstract space. This single w can be an assumption or an axiom belonging to 1i.
Let us now consider the step case. We use f () to mean the tree in 2 constructed
from a tree,  in 1. Any rule application that is not modus ponens involving an
operator translates unmodi ed. For an operator application, the following transformation is performed:

12
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By the induction hypothesis, and the fact that Vi2crit() pi follows from V1in pi by
a possibly empty sequence of applications of and elimination, this is a valid abstract
deduction tree which discharges the (abstraction of the) same assumptions as the
deduction tree in 1.
As it does not depend on the particular 1i we have chosen, this proof can be
repeated for all the -restrictions of f . All the -restrictions of f are therefore TI.
Part 2: Consider the -restriction obtained by taking 1 to consist only of formula
(1) in subsection 3.2 plus the axiom at(z; x; s). Then, formula (2) and at(z; x; s) are
axioms of 2. Therefore, at(z; x; gothrough(door; z; s)) is a theorem of 2 but not
of 1.

2

Lemma 2 demonstrates that the class of the abstractions considered in our main
theorem (see next section) is not empty. What is actually important is that lemma 2
is satis ed by almost all abstractions and, in particular, by all the most important
de ned in the past. That this is the case can be easily seen by looking at the
examples described in [GW92] (where proofs very similar to that of lemma 2 are
carried through for almost all the examples).
The rst condition of lemma 2 is very important as it allows us to build abstractions
which can be applied to any set of axioms without losing completeness. This is what
allows us to pre-compile sets of abstractions inside a system.
The second condition is also important as it guarantees that the abstraction makes
problem solving easier. Increasing the number of theorems is intrinsic to the way
abstractions throw away details. An -restriction is TC in only a few isolated
cases. For instance, when the abstraction performs an identity map (eg. in Abstrips
abstractions, deleting non-existing preconditions) or when the ground space is inconsistent (eg. -abstractions which are TI are also TC). For a TC abstraction, the
theorems of the abstract space are exactly the abstractions of the theorems of the
ground space. Any abstract proof will map back in a proof of the ground theorem.
TC abstractions are thus in general too strong; they do not give \simpler" proofs
except in very special and limited cases. For instance, if f : 1 ) 2 is a TC
abstraction and 1 is undecidable then 2 cannot be decidable. Of course this does
not mean that TC abstractions are useless; they are often useful, for instance, in
changing the representation of a problem.
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4.2 The main result
We now give our main result. This shows that inconsistent abstract spaces are
inevitable whenever we use TI*-abstractions.

Theorem 2 : Let 1 = h1; 1; 1i and 2 = h2; 2; 2i be two formal systems
with negation. Let f : 1 ) 2 be a negation preserving -abstraction such that all
its negation preserving -restrictions between systems with negation are TI and one
among them is not TC. Then there exists an -restriction f 0 : 01 ) 02 of f such
that 01 = h1 ; 01 ; 1i is consistent but 02 = h2 ; 02; 2i is absolutely inconsistent.
Proof: The main steps of the proof are as follows:
1. We consider a (consistent) system (001 ) such that an appropriate -restriction
f 00 : 001 ) 002 is TI but not TC and show that it is a system with negation
2. We prove that 002 , is a system with negation;
3. We prove that f 00 is negation preserving;
4. If 002 is absolutely inconsistent we are done, otherwise we build 01 out of 001
by adding an axiom, :' such that ' 62 TH (001 ) but f (') 2 TH (002 );
5. We then construct f 0 : 01 ) 02, an -restriction of f , and show that 02 is
absolutely inconsistent.

STEP 1: Let's consider a formal system 001 = h1; 001 ; 1i, 001  1 such that the

appropriate -restriction f 00 is TI but not TC. f 00 and 001 exist because of lemma
2. 001 is consistent. If 001 were not then f 00 would be TC. 001 is also a system with
negation. In fact, the following general result holds: if  is a system with negation
then any  = h; ; i,    is also a system with negation. The proof goes as
follows. The meaning of negation is given by the fact that you can always express
both a formula and its negation and by the fact that you can use all the relevant
inference rules. As we preserve both  and , we are guaranteed to have a system
with negation.
STEP 2: Let us now consider the -restriction of f , f 00 : 001 ) 002 , f 00 =
hf ; f 00; f i, f 00 = f " 001 . Remember that all the components of f 00 are surjective,
and 002 is thus completely de ned by 001 and f 00.
002 is also a system with negation. In fact, the following general result holds: if
1 = h1; 1; 1i and 2 = h2; 2; 2i are any two systems with negation, f :
1 ) 2 is an abstraction, f  : 1 ) 2, and f   f , then 2 is a system with
negation. The proof goes as follows. As in step 1, 1  1 is a system with
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negation. Since f   f , then for any component c of 1 (a w , an axiom or an
inference rule) which is also in 1 we have that f (c) = f (c). This means that
everything which concerns negation gets translated correctly in 2. Since f  and f
are surjective and total, 2 contains everything that gives meaning to negation in
2 and nothing more. Anything which is in 1 and does not concern negation can't
be translated incorrectly, namely in a way to make 2 not a system with negation
(for instance by adding a w to TH (2) and not adding its negation to NTH (2))
since the components of 2 are taken to be exactly the codomain of the mapping
functions; we are thus prevented for adding any extra e ects. If this did not happen,
since f   f , and 2 is a system of negation, there should be components outside
f  which x everything wrong concerning negation. But this would contradict the
assumption that all the parts of f concerning negation are also in f .
STEP 3: f 00 is negation preserving. In fact, if f : 1 ) 2 is a negation preserving
abstraction then any abstraction f  : 1 ) 2, such that f   f , is a negation
preserving abstraction. The proof goes as follows; for 1 and 2, is a w i its
negation is; this is a corollary of the arguments given in steps 1 and 2. f 's mapping
on the language is just f . As abstraction functions are total and the language of
1 is precisely 1, we have f (: ) = :f ( ) for any 2 1.
STEP 4: 002 may be either consistent or inconsistent. If 002 is inconsistent we just
let 01 = 001 , 02 = 002 and f 0 = f 00 and we are nished. 001 and 002 are systems
with negation. As 002 is inconsistent it is also absolutely inconsistent (lemma 1).
001 is consistent by construction. f 00 is a negation preserving -restriction of f by
construction. f 00 is TI and not TC by step 1.
Let's suppose that 002 is consistent.
f 00 is TI and not TC. Therefore there exists a w ' 2 1 such that f(') 2 TH (002 )
but ' 62 TH (001 ). Thus f:f (')g [ 002 is inconsistent but f:'g [ 001 is consistent.
We now de ne 01 = h1; 01; 1i and 02 = h2; 02; 2i, with 01 = f:'g [ 001 , and
0 = ff (:')g [ 00 .
2
2
STEP 5: We de ne f 0 : 01 ) 02, f 0 = hf ; f 0 ; f i such that:

 for any ! 2 001 , f 0 (!) = f 00 (!) = f (!),
 f 0 (:') = f (:')
f 0 is exactly what we need. In fact, 01 and 02 are systems with negation (all the

arguments given for 001 and 002 apply here as well). 01 is consistent by construction.
From its de nition, f 0 is a negation preserving -restriction of f . 02 is inconsistent
by construction. In fact, since f 0 is an -restriction of f and TI, from :' 2 TH (01)
it follows that f(:') 2 TH (02). Since f 0 is a negation preserving -restriction
of f we have that :f (') 2 TH (02). But f (') 2 TH (02), since 02 is a monotonic extension of 002 . 02 is thus inconsistent (both a formula and its negation are
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derivable) and absolutely inconsistent (being a system with negation, lemma 1).

2

It is interesting to notice that the proof of theorem 2 is very similar to the way
-restrictions are used within a real system; that is, we build the abstract space by
applying the abstraction function to the ground space.

4.3 Further Results
Theorem 2 demonstrates the inevitability of inconsistent abstract spaces for TI
abstractions. We can give identical results for NTI abstractions since any negation
preserving TI abstraction between systems with negation is also a NTI abstraction
(theorem 1). In fact, theorem 2 can be generalised to NTI abstractions between
formal systems which are not systems with negation since, in refutation systems,
negation is dealt with inside the system by preserving inconsistency. The proof of
the inevitability of inconsistent abstract spaces for NTI abstractions is therefore
simpler than the proof for TI abstractions as we need not show that negation is
preserved by the mapping.

Theorem 3 : Let 1 = h1; 1; 1i and 2 = h2; 2; 2i be two formal systems
and f : 1 ) 2 a -abstraction such that all its -restrictions are NTI and one
among them is not NTC. Then there exists an -restriction f 0 : 01 ) 02 of f such
that 01 = h1 ; 01 ; 1i is consistent but 02 = h2 ; 02; 2 i is absolutely inconsistent.
Proof[Outline]: We can repeat all the steps of the proof of theorem 2 but without

worrying about preserving negation, ie. without checking that the systems involved
are with negation and that the functions involved are negation preserving. 2
Theorems 2, and 3 tell us that it is impossible to build TI*-abstractions which are
guaranteed a priori to give consistent abstract spaces. In order to avoid inconsistent
abstract spaces, we might decide to drop the restriction on using TI*-abstractions.
Tenenberg advocates such a change in [Ten87]. He proposes a class of abstractions
which are not TI* and are guaranteed to generate consistent abstract spaces. The
problem with these abstractions (and all abstractions which are not TI) is that
completeness is lost, ie. there are theorems of the ground space which are not
theorems of the abstract space. When the abstract space is used to nd a proof
in the ground space, we consider completeness one property that you do not want
to loose. Of course abstractions can be used in other ways; for instance they can
be used to implement derived inference rules [GG88, GW92], but in these cases, to
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retain completeness, the overall strategy of the theorem prover should be di erent
and not inside the usual \abstraction" tradition.
Even accepting the restriction to TI*-abstractions, the request that all the restrictions which have a consistent ground space be TI* may seem to be too restrictive (even if lemma 2 and the following discussion should have convinced the reader
that it is not). This restriction can actually be replaced by a weaker restriction. To
this end, we will introduce a new notion which shows how the w s and axioms of
the ground and abstract spaces are abstracted.

De nition 9 (/ -invariant abstraction) : Let 1 = h1; 1; 1i be a formal
system and f : hf ; f ; fi, f : 1 ) 2 be an abstraction, f is said to be / invariant i f is such that f (!i ) = f(!i ), for any !i 2 1, / -variant otherwise.

An abstraction is / -invariant i the axioms are mapped in the same way as
the w s. All the abstractions we know of (except the one given in [Ten87]) are
/ -invariant. The Abstrips abstraction de ned in subsection 3.2 is / -invariant.
/ -invariant abstractions are used whenever we do not distinguish between w s
and axioms. This is often the case when the abstraction is not tuned to a particular
theory or when no special constraints are imposed on the abstract space. With
/ -invariant abstractions we can now drop the requirement of theorems 2, and 3
that all the -restrictions are TI abstractions. Instead we require that at least one
-restriction is TI but not TC.

Corollary 1 Let 1 = h1; 1; 1i and 2 = h2; 2; 2i be two formal systems
with negation. Let f : 1 ) 2 be a negation preserving / -invariant abstraction

such that there exists a negation preserving -restriction between systems with negation which is TI but not TC. Then there exists a negation preserving -restriction
f 0 : 01 ) 02 of f such that 01 = h1; 01; 1i is consistent but 02 = h2; 02; 2i is
absolutely inconsistent.

Corollary 2 : Let 1 = h1; 1; 1i and 2 = h2; 2; 2i be two formal systems and f : 1 ) 2 be a / -invariant abstraction such that there exists

an -restriction which is NTI but not NTC. Then there exists an -restriction
f 0 : 01 ) 02 of f such that 01 = h1; 01; 1i is consistent but 02 = h2; 02; 2i is
absolutely inconsistent.

Proof[corollary 1. Outline]: The proof is almost identical to that of theorem 2. No-

tice that all the -restrictions of a / -invariant abstraction are also / -invariant.
The main di erence is that, once we have found the ' that is consistent with the
axioms of 1 but whose abstraction is inconsistent with the axioms of 2 inconsistent, we simply add f (') = f (') to 001 . The resulting f 0 is a TI (but not TC)
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-restriction of f with a consistent ground space and an inconsistent abstract space.

2

By having f behave the same way as f , the e ects of an abstraction are made
more local, and properties such as being TI* depend on localised factors. It is not
therefore necessary to ask for global properties like that all -restrictions be TI*.
We end by noting that the stronger the abstraction, the greater the chance of generating an inconsistent abstract space. A stronger abstraction will add more theorems
to the abstract space, and will therefore increase the likelihood that one of these
theorems will introduce inconsistency (that is, there are more formulae with ''s
property in the proof of theorem 2). This is something that might have been expected and con rms the intuition that the more details we throw away, the greater
the risk of generating inconsistent abstract spaces.

4.4 Preserving Negation
We have shown in theorem 3 that inconsistent abstract spaces are inevitable for
NTI abstractions. To obtain a similar result with TI abstractions (theorem 2) we
had to guarantee that the meaning of negation was preserved. But what if we do
not preserve the meaning of negation? Of course, there are in nitely many ways of
not preserving negation. However, as we argue in detail in [GW92], to modify the
logic is a very bad idea. Usually it is the theory and not the logic that should be
abstracted. Additionally, negation is very critical as it directly links provability to
inconsistency. In the rest of this section, we will look at abstractions which do not
preserve negation, and which therefore might not give inconsistent abstract spaces.
1. Let's suppose that both the ground and the abstract space have the classical
natural deduction inference rules. Negation is kept in the language of the
abstract space but the relevant inference rules are forgotten; in other words,
the reasoning by absurdity inference rule is dropped. The resulting logic is the
Minimal logic [Pra71] and, if f and f are the identity functions, then the
resulting abstraction is such that any w mapping into an abstract theorem is a
theorem of the ground space (but not vice versa). This is not a TI abstraction.
2. Assume the same logic as above but negation is not kept in the abstract
language (all the instances of negation are deleted). In particular f ( ) =
f (: ) = . ? is kept in the abstract language and, for any inference rule
 2 1:

f () = f( 1; :::; n ) = f ( f1)(; :::; f)( n )
n+1
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 n+1

This last property is called =-invariance. Such an abstraction gives an
absolutely inconsistent abstract space. In fact, the inference rule
[ ]

?
:

becomes

[ ]

?

and everything can be proved.
3. Another interesting example is an abstraction used in GPS [NSS63, NS72] for
logic problems. In this /-invariant abstraction, all the logical connectives
are forgotten and a w is mapped into a tree of atomic w s; for example,
p ^ (q _ r) abstracts to (p; (q; r)). The abstract space is absolutely inconsistent.
In fact, by a sequence of (abstractions of) _I and ^E , any w can be derived.
4. Abstraction has been used to plan the unfolding of de nitions. The UT prover
[BT75] is a powerful ND theorem prover developed at the University of Texas
which uses a local heuristic called peeking to control the expansion of de nitions. De nitions are only unfolded if they introduce predicate names that
are mentioned in the conclusion of the theorem to be proved. This was generalised to gazing, a global strategy for controlling the unfolding of de nitions [Plu87]. At the heart of gazing is the common currency model; namely
the idea of nding a common language of concepts between hypotheses and
conclusion. After the unfolding the proof can then be completed by logical
inference alone. Gazing constructed the plan of de nitions to unfold in a hierarchy of abstraction spaces: the predicate space (which we shall consider here)
and the function/polarity space (which for lack of space we shall not consider).
We can formalise gazing as an abstraction between a rst order calculus and
a propositional calculus. For any w which is not a de nition, we forget the
arguments of the predicates and throw away negation (Gazing actually worked
on sets of propositions which were implicitly disjoined in the conclusion and
conjoined in the hypotheses). For a de nition, we just forget the arguments
of the predicates. This is neither a TI nor a NTI abstraction (Note that an
abstraction which deletes all arguments from predicate symbols making them
into propositional constants is both TI and NTI). It does not give a complete
nor a sound strategy for deciding when to unfold de nitions; not only does
it sometimes fail to suggest the appropriate de nitions to unfold, it also can
suggest the wrong de nitions. See [GW89b] for a longer discussion.
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5 Conclusions
The generation of inconsistent abstract spaces is quite a well known problem. The
results presented here are, however, more general: we have shown that inconsistent
abstract spaces are generated because the set of abstract theorems is a strict superset of the abstraction of the ground theorems. Our results hold for a class of
TI*-abstractions that captures practically all the abstractions used in the past. Abstractions throw away details; what is important is the impact this has on provability.
The examples of inconsistent abstract spaces identi ed in the past were restricted
to particular abstractions and particular types of formal systems (eg. Abstrips,
Plaisted's abstractions); it was not clear what was the relationship between the different examples, even if it was clear that there must be some relation. We have
shown the problem occurs independently of any particular abstraction or formal
system.
The problem of inconsistent abstract spaces cannot be avoided a priori if an arbitrary
set of axioms is allowed in the ground space. The best that can be done is to tackle
the problem at runtime by minimizing the ineciencies that inconsistent abstract
spaces may cause. Thus, when an inconsistent abstract space is generated and we
nd this out, we should exploit this information. One way is to backtrack and build
\more interesting" abstract spaces [Ric83]. Another is to try to discover what led
to the inconsistency [Doy86].
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